Host/vector interactions which affect the viability of recombinant phage lambda clones.
A class of recombinant phage lambda clones are recovered from human genomic libraries on Escherichia coli recB21 recC22 sbcB15 cells, which fail to form plaques on wild-type cells. We report experiments which address the mechanism of this inhibition. The introduction of the recombination-stimulating sequence chi into one such clone allows growth of this phage on Rec+ cells. In addition, the insertion of lambda gam+ gene into a rec+-inhibited clone results in the ability of the phage to form plaques on wild-type cells. Since lambda Gam protein is an inhibitor of host RecBC enzyme, we tested a collection of such phage for growth on a variety of hosts altered in RecBC function. Host permissiveness correlated with the inactivation of the RecBC nucleolytic activities and not with the recombinational activities. These observations suggest that the inserted DNA sequences of these phage limit the production of packageable chromosomes. This conclusion is easily reconciled with our current knowledge of the interaction of the host recombination systems with lambda replication and encapsidation. Based on these experiments we have constructed strains, both recombination-proficient and recombination-deficient, which serve as improved hosts for the recovery of genomic sequences which are otherwise inhibitory to the growth of phage lambda.